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ABSTRACT 
  
 
In this thesis work, an indirect vector control of induction motor drive with a sliding mode 
controller is presented. The design consist of rotor speed estimation from measured stator terminal 
voltages and currents. The estimated speed is used as feedback in an indirect vector control of 
induction motor to achieving the speed control without the use of shaft mounted transducers. The 
specific contributions of the thesis are, first, a new sliding mode speed controller is developed by 
delicately introducing a switching variable and a design parameter. Then a fixed gain PI controller 
is also designed to compare the result. Combining the sliding mode controller and PI controller, 
the results are thoroughly analyzed to check the robustness of controller, reference speed tracking 
performance and regulator performance. Then, the robustness of the proposed sliding mode 
controller scheme is effectively demonstrated by considering standard inertia and high inertia load. 
Finally the speed is estimated by the rotor flux observer to realized sensorless control of induction 
motor drive.  
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1.1 Introduction 
 
The induction motor has more preferences over separately excited dc motor in numerous 
perspectives, for example, performance, power to weight proportion, high speed capability, low 
starting expense, high dependability and robustness. Due to their basic and rigorous structure, high 
torque to weight proportion and can work in risky environment, induction motor can utilized in 
industrial drive applications. The dc motor can be control effectively because of they are decoupled 
as far as flux and torque. By utilizing vector control technique, the induction motor can be 
compelled to yield a quick torque response like that of a separately excited dc motor and it can be  
control linearly as dc motor by decoupling torque and flux commands. 
 In industrial drives, for elite speedpcontrol applicationsioblige fouriquadrantioperation 
including fieldiweakening, leastitorqueiripple and fast speedirecuperation under load torque and 
speed response. DCimotoriwithithyristor converter and simple straight!forward controller 
structure have been absolute choice for most modern and superioriindustrial applications. 
However, they had some certain issues like commutation requirement and maintenance. DC!motor 
has some negative points as low torqueito!weight proportion and diminished unit capacity. Then 
again ac motors, particularly induction motors are suitable for mechanical drives because their 
simple and robust structure, high!torque to!weight proportion and high dependability. Yet, the 
control is very difficult on account of coupled impact of flux and torque component of current. On 
the off chance that it is conceivable if there should arise an occurrence of inductionimotor to 
control the amplitude and space angle (betweenirotating stator and rotorifields), intends to supply 
from a controlled source so that the flux and torque component of stator current can be control 
independently, so that motor dynamics can be compared to that dc motor with quick transient 
response. Instantly present of microcontroller, !VLSI innovation and high switching*frequency 
semiconductor gadgets like mosfets have directed to*cost*effective and simpleicontrolistrategies.        
1.1.1 Scalar control 
 
           The nameiscalar controlidemonstrates the extent variation of control variable only. For the 
control of speed of induction motor obliges a variableivoltageivariable frequencyipower sources. 
With the assistance of voltageisourceiinverter (VSI), steadyivoltage/hertz! (v/f) !control etc can 
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control the speed of induction motor on the grounds that it is basic, least expensive and hence forth 
it is a prominent strategy for speed control. In v/f control procedure keeping up the same 
terminalivoltage to frequencyiproportion. So it give almost steady flux over extensive variety of 
speed variation. Since the flux is kept! steady so the full load torque capacity are kept up consistent 
under enduring state condition with theiexception of lowispeed (when an extraivoltage is expected 
to compensate the stator winding voltage drop). In scalar control procedure, the steady state 
performance is great however transientiperformance is poor. In steady v/f control keeps the stator 
flux linkage consistent in steadyistate without keeping up decoupling between the flux and torque. 
So because of coupling effect transient response of the drive is poor. To stay away from open loop 
speed disturbance influence because of change in loaditorque and supply voltage, a close loop v/f 
speed control strategy with slip regulation is utilized for stable operation as a part of steady state    
[1]. 
           Scalar controlidrives are generallyiutilized as a part of industry, on the grounds that is easy 
to actualized, yet thereiexists aicoupling impact between bothiflux anditorque (both are rely on up 
on voltage oricurrent and frequency), which gives slowiresponse and the systemiget to be instable. 
The significance of scalaricontrolidrives hasilessened now a days in view of the considerable 
performanceiof the vectoricontrolidrives.  
1.1.2 Vector control 
 
          Byisplitting the stator current into twoiorthogonalicomponents, one is towards flux linkage, 
which is magnetizing current or fluxicomponent of current, and other is perpendicular to the 
fluxilinkage, which is the torqueicomponent of current and the inductionimotor!can be dealt with 
as a separately excited dc motor by changing both components autonomously. This ideas was 
concocted at the outset of 1970s. For the usage of vector control procedure includes data with 
respect to the magnitudeiand position ofiflux vector. Depending upon theimethod ofiflux 
acquisition, the vectoricontrol or fieldioriented controlimethod can be divided into two types i.e. 
directiand indirect. In directivector controlithe flux data can be find with the assistance of sensors 
or evaluated from machineiterminal variables, for example, !speed and statoricurrent/voltage 
signals. Anyhow, the estimation of flux utilizing flux sensors obliged some assembling adjustment 
in the machines. Directifield orientationitechnique have its in conceived issue at lowispeed where 
the voltageidrops because ofiresistances areimore.    
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           The indirect vector control is initially propose to takes out immediate estimation or 
computation!of rotor flux from the machine terminal variables, however control its instantaneous 
fluxiposition by including the rotoriposition signal with a commandislip positionisignal. The 
directioniof rotoriposition require a precise rotor speed data and the command slip position is 
computed from the induction motor model that again includes machine parameter which might 
change withitemperature, !frequency and also magneticisaturation. 
1.2 Literature review      
         The vector control technique has been broadly utilized as a part of electric drive 
applications. By giving decoupled!of torque and flux control commands, the vector!control can 
like separately!excited dc motor drive without changing!the dynamic!performance. In side with 
this scheme, a rotational transducer, for example tachogenerator or an speed encoder was 
frequently mounted to get the speed information. In this way, the speed information can be got and 
closed loop control is also completed. However the speed sensor may bring down the system 
dependability, expand the gadget investment. Therefore a sensorless speed control has been 
utilized modern industrial drive application.  
            By utilizing vectoricontrol strategy we can accomplish superior control ofitorque, speed 
oriposition from an industrial machine. This strategy can give same performance from an 
inverteridriven induction machine as is reachable from a separatelyiexcited dc machine. 
Vectoricontrol gives decouplingicontrol of rotor fluximagnitude and torque producing current with 
quickitorqueiresponse. Theiquick torqueiresponse is accomplished by evaluating, measuring or 
computing the magnitude andiposition of the rotoriflux. Here indirect strategy for vector control 
is exhibited, the evaluation of rotor fluxiposition is rely on upon rotor resistance. A parameter 
distinguishing algorithm, for example, the extended kalmanifilter can be utilized for theiestimation 
of rotor resistance.  
            Induction motoridrives are helpful for variable speed applications due toirobustness of 
squirrel cageiinduction motor, their solved torqueispeedicharacteristics and advancement of 
highiperformance control algorithm. For the estimation of rotorispeed, flux estimation is 
important. It is very difficult to measure flux usingifluxisensor. So there is a developing 
enthusiasm for evaluating rotorispeed by utilizing just the statorivoltage andicurrent 
measurements.  
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            A mid the most recent twoidecades, there have been made to replacement of conventional 
speed transducer in adjustable inductionimotor drives. By detecting the speedifromielectrical 
quantities likeivoltages andicurrents which are now accessible for the drive assessment and 
control.   An early effort was made byiAbbondanti andiBrennen who designed in 1975 an analog 
slipicalculator based on theiprocessing of theimotor inputiquantities, voltages, !currents, and 
phases [5]. In 1979, it was followed by the work ofiIshida et al. [11], who used rotor slotiharmonic 
voltages in slipifrequency control. They reportedisuccess for speeds over!300 r/min. !Ishida and 
Iwataiendorsed thisitechnique in [12], [13], without anyifurther progress in improvingithe speed 
range. 
            Latter, in 2003 S. Xepapas et.al [22] presented aniobserver which estimated the motor 
speed, !rotor flux, the angulariposition of the rotor flux and the motoritorque from measure 
terminal voltagesiand currents. They used nonlinear sliding mode control technique for bothilow 
and high speedicontrol. 
            In 2005, iM. Rashed et.al [14] proposed stableimodel reference adaptiveisystem! (MRAS) 
for speediestimation and designed a superitwisting higher orderisliding modeialgorithm for speed 
control of inductionimotor drives which reduced the chatteringiproblem. 
            Then in 2007, O. Barambones et.al [16] proposed Luenberger observer to estimating the 
rotor speed and used integralisliding mode controller for inductionimotor speedicontrol based on 
fieldioriented controlitechnique. C. Canvdas et.al [7] proposed sequential methodology for 
designing!a robust adaptiveisliding modeiobserver for an inductionimotor drive based on the 
singulariperturbationitheory. 
1.3 Motivation 
          It is widely recognized that the inductionimotors which have been the traditionaliworkhorse 
for fixed andivariable speedidrives, offer a very promising alternative for futureiapplications like 
electric vehicles andirobotics [7][15] and their utilities in industrialiapplications, e.g. webihandling 
and overheadicranes, will also possibly increase over the next decade. So the control!and 
estimation!of induction motor drives organize a vast subject and the technology has further 
advanced in recent years. Hence, wide attentions of control researchers and engineers have been 
attracted to develop highiperformance controlitechnique of acidrives. 
          On the other hand, the vectoricontrol technique have increased popularity in industrial 
applications in recent years, because they allow quickitorqueiresponse like dc motor. There are 
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two basic forms of rotoriflux field orientations: direct field orientation in which relies on direct 
measurement or estimation of the rotoriflux magnitude andiangle and indirectifield orientation 
which utilizes a slipirelation of inductionimotor [8]. In direct vector control, air gap flux 
measurement has complex and lack of robustness. Thus the rotor speed can be measured, the rotor 
flux may be estimated based on the model of rotor flux equations. However, for the case of 
unknown rotor speed, estimation of the rotor flux is not an insignificant problem, especially at low 
speed range, there are problem due to variation of rotor parameters which are unavoidable due to 
the variation in the temperature and saturation levels of the machine [20][21]. The causes for the 
elimination of the speed sensors are that the speed sensors add cost, decrease reliability and noise 
problem. So the researcher try to estimate the speed without speed sensors. 
           We have been dedicated to developing simple implementation and reliable sensorless 
induction motor control and estimation technique by using the slidingimode controlitheory 
[25][26]. In the sensorlessisliding modeicontrol of inductionimotor, the rotorispeed and rotoriflux 
are estimatedisimultaneously. 
1.4 Objective 
        The foremost objective of this research is to design and implementation of both sliding 
mode controller and PI controller to control the speed of induction motor without any speed sensors 
like tachogenerator and speed encoder. 
            The overall objective to be achieved in this study are: 
 To design the equivalent d-q model of induction motor for its vector control analysis and 
closed loop operation of the drive system. 
 Estimation of rotor speed of induction motor by using rotor flux observer to achieve 
sensorless control of the motor.  
 Design and implementation of sliding mode controller and PI controller in 
MATLAB/Simulink software. 
 Compare the simulation results using both controller in MATLAB/Simulink software to 
get their performance so as to consider better controller for our system applications. 
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1.5 Organizationiof the thesis 
The thesis isiorganized as follows: 
Chapter 1 shows the foundation for this thesis research, having presentation with a 
complete literature review in related area. Scalar control and vector control is described. Different 
kind of flux and speed estimation are additionally portrayed. The use ofisliding modeicontroller to 
induction motor drives is introduced. Motivationian objective of my projectiworks is also present.  
Chapter 2 includes the mathematical modeling ofiinduction motor. The differential 
equation of the motor are expressed inisynchronously rotating! (d – q) referenceiframe by taking 
stator current and rotoriflux component as stateivariables. Basic field oriented controlioperation 
principles of induction motor like direct vector control and indirect vector control are 
brieflyidiscussed. The rotor speed is estimated by using rotor flux observer to get sensorless 
control. 
Chapter 3 describes the design of slidingimode controllerifor robusticontrol of induction 
motor. The hypothesis of slidingimode control is quicklyiexhibited and!control law is determined. 
The control gain and band width are dictated by different certainties like disturbances, rotor 
resistance variety and so on.  
Chapter 4 presents the simulation of sliding mode controller and PI controller using 
MATLAB/Simulink software. Then compare the simulation result of both controller for checking 
robustness and parameter variation of motor. Then discussed trajectory tracking performance and 
regulator performance of sliding mode controller and sensorless speed estimation is also simulated. 
At long last, in chapter 5, some conclusion on preferences, performance and constraint of 
the proposed controller are exhibited. This is likewise included proposals for futureiresearchiwork. 
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2.1iIntroduction 
            Even if constructioniof inductionimotor is simple, its controliof speed is considered.to be 
more difficult as compare to DC motors, because it is nonlinear and highly interrelating 
multivariable state spaceimodel of motor. The quick changes and new improvement in 
microelectronics and power electronics variableifrequency inverters with use oficontrol hypothesis 
hasimade modernicontrollers for ACimotor drives. The outline and utilization ofisuch commute 
framework include fitting numericalimodeling of theimotor to upgrade the controlleristructure. 
2.2 Modeling of induction motor 
             A suitable model for the threeiphase inductionimotor is required to simulateiandistudy 
the complete induction motor drive system. The model of induction motor in rotating (d -q) 
referenceiframe is discussed in [2][17]. 
Assumptions taken for modeling of induction motor are listed below: 
 Every statoriwinding is disseminated so as to generatera sinusoidaliMMF alongithe                                             
airgap, .i.e.ispace harmonicsiare ignored. 
 Therstator andrrotor slots producesrvery negligible changesrin inductances. 
 Mutualrinductances arerequal. 
 Thervoltages andrcurrents harmonics arerneglected. 
 The magneticrcircuit saturationris ignored. 
 Hysteresisrlosses andreddy currentrlosses andralso skinreffects arerneglected. 
The voltagerequations of the threerphase inductionrmotor in synchronousrrotating referencerframe 
are [1][2]: 
𝑣𝑑𝑠 = 𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑠 +
𝑑Ψ𝑑𝑠
𝑑𝑡
− ⍵𝑒𝛹𝑞𝑠                                                            (2.1) 
𝑣𝑞𝑠 = 𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑞𝑠 +
𝑑Ψ𝑞𝑠
𝑑𝑡
+ ⍵𝑒𝛹𝑑𝑠                                                            (2.2) 
𝑣𝑑𝑟 = 𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑟 +
𝑑𝛹𝑑𝑟
𝑑𝑡
− (⍵𝑒 − 𝑃⍵𝑟)𝛹𝑞𝑟                                            (2.3) 
𝑣𝑞𝑟 = 𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑞𝑟 +
𝑑𝛹𝑞𝑟
𝑑𝑡
+ (⍵𝑒 − 𝑃⍵𝑟)𝛹𝑑𝑟                                            (2.4) 
The develop torque 𝑇𝑑 is 
𝑇𝑑 =
3
2
𝑃(𝛹𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑞𝑠 − 𝛹𝑞𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑠)                                                                        (2.5) 
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The torque balance equation is 
                                      𝐽
𝑑⍵𝑟
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑇𝑑 − 𝑇𝑙 − 𝛽⍵𝑟                                        (2.6) 
Where voltagesr(𝑣) and currentsr(𝑖) refer to thersynchronouslyrrotating referencerframe 
and the subscripts 𝑑𝑠, 𝑞𝑠, 𝑑𝑟r𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑞𝑟 correspondsrto 𝑑 and 𝑞 axisrquantities forrthe stator and 
rotorrrespectively. 𝛹 is the flux linkages. ⍵𝑒  is therspeed ofrthe reference frame andr⍵𝑟  is the 
mechanical speed of the rotor in rad/sec. 𝑅𝑠 is stator resistances per phase and 𝑅𝑟 isrrotor resistance 
perrphase of the motorrrespectively. P is thernumber of polerpairs. 𝐽 is the momentrofrinertia and 
β is the coefficient of viscous friction. 𝑇𝑑  and 𝑇𝑙 are the develop torque and the load torque 
respectively[2][23]. 
The aboverequations canrbe inscribedrin matrix form as follows: 
[
𝑣𝑑𝑠
𝑣𝑞𝑠
] = [
𝑅𝑠 0
0 𝑅𝑠
] [
𝑖𝑑𝑠
𝑖𝑞𝑠
] +
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
[
𝛹𝑑𝑠
𝛹𝑞𝑠
] + [
0 −⍵𝑒
⍵𝑒 0
] [
𝛹𝑑𝑠
𝛹𝑞𝑠
]                  (2.7) 
[
𝑣𝑑𝑟
𝑣𝑞𝑟
] = [
𝑅𝑟 0
0 𝑅𝑟
] [
𝑖𝑑𝑟
𝑖𝑞𝑟
] +
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
[
𝛹𝑑𝑟
𝛹𝑞𝑟
] +
                                              [
0 −(⍵𝑒 − 𝑃⍵𝑟)
(⍵𝑒 − 𝑃⍵𝑟) 0
] [
𝛹𝑑𝑠
𝛹𝑞𝑠
]    (2.8) 
𝑇𝑑 =
3
2
𝑃[𝛹𝑑𝑠 𝛹𝑞𝑠] [
𝑖𝑞𝑠
−𝑖𝑑𝑠
]                                                                    (2.9) 
Squirrelrcagerinduction motor is generallyrused so its rotorrwindings are shortrcircuited. 
[
𝑣𝑑𝑟
𝑣𝑞𝑟
] = [
0
0
]                                                                                                  (2.10) 
Ignoring iron loss, then the fluxrlinkage equationsrare in matrixrform, asrfollows 
[
𝛹𝑑𝑠
𝛹𝑞𝑠
] = [
𝐿𝑠 0
0 𝐿𝑠
] [
𝑖𝑑𝑠
𝑖𝑞𝑠
] + [
𝐿𝑚 0
0 𝐿𝑚
] [
𝑖𝑑𝑟
𝑖𝑞𝑟
]                                           (2.11) 
[
𝛹𝑑𝑟
𝛹𝑞𝑟
] = [
𝐿𝑚 0
0 𝐿𝑚
] [
𝑖𝑑𝑠
𝑖𝑞𝑠
] + [
𝐿𝑟 0
0 𝐿𝑟
] [
𝑖𝑑𝑟
𝑖𝑞𝑟
]                                          (2.12) 
Where 𝐿𝑠  isrself-inductances ofrstator and 𝐿𝑟 isrself-inductance of rotorrrespectively and also 𝐿𝑚 
is the mutualrinductance. 
From equation (2.12) 
[
𝑖𝑑𝑟
𝑖𝑞𝑟
] = [
1
𝐿𝑟
0
0
1
𝐿𝑟
] [
𝛹𝑑𝑟
𝛹𝑞𝑟
] − [
𝐿𝑚
𝐿𝑟
0
0
𝐿𝑚
𝐿𝑟
] [
𝑖𝑑𝑠
𝑖𝑞𝑠
]                                             (2.13) 
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Substituting equation (2.13) in (2.11) 
[
𝛹𝑑𝑠
𝛹𝑞𝑠
] = [
(𝐿𝑠 −
𝐿𝑚
2
𝐿𝑟
) 0
0 (𝐿𝑠 −
𝐿𝑚
2
𝐿𝑟
)
] [
𝑖𝑑𝑠
𝑖𝑞𝑠
] + [
𝐿𝑚
𝐿𝑟
0
0
𝐿𝑚
𝐿𝑟
] [
𝛹𝑑𝑟
𝛹𝑞𝑟
]  
= [
𝜎𝐿𝑠 0
0 𝜎𝐿𝑠
] [
𝑖𝑑𝑠
𝑖𝑞𝑠
] + [
𝐿𝑚
𝐿𝑟
0
0
𝐿𝑚
𝐿𝑟
] [
𝛹𝑑𝑟
𝛹𝑞𝑟
]                                                 (2.14) 
Where 𝜎 = 1 −
𝐿𝑚
2
𝐿𝑠𝐿𝑟
=Leakagercoefficient. 
Using equation (2.10) and substituting (2.13) in (2.8) then we get 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
[
𝛹𝑑𝑟
𝛹𝑞𝑟
] = [
𝑅𝑟𝐿𝑚
𝐿𝑟
0
0
𝑅𝑟𝐿𝑚
𝐿𝑟
] [
𝑖𝑑𝑠
𝑖𝑞𝑠
] + [
−
𝑅𝑟
𝐿𝑟
0
0 −
𝑅𝑟
𝐿𝑟
] [
𝛹𝑑𝑟
𝛹𝑞𝑟
] + [
0 −(⍵𝑒 − 𝑃⍵𝑟)
(⍵𝑒 − 𝑃⍵𝑟) 0
] [
𝛹𝑑𝑟
𝛹𝑞𝑟
]  
Or 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
[
𝛹𝑑𝑟
𝛹𝑞𝑟
] = [
𝑎5 0
0 𝑎5
] [
𝑖𝑑𝑠
𝑖𝑞𝑠
] + [
−𝑎4 ⍵𝑠𝑙
⍵𝑠𝑙 −𝑎4
] [
𝛹𝑑𝑟
𝛹𝑞𝑟
]                             (2.15)                 
Where     𝑎5 =
𝑅𝑟𝐿𝑚
𝐿𝑟
  ,  𝑎4 =
𝑅𝑟
𝐿𝑟
  and  ⍵𝑠𝑙 = ⍵𝑒 − 𝑃⍵𝑟                              (2.15a) 
From equation (2.14), (2.7) and (2.15), we get 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
[
𝑖𝑑𝑠
𝑖𝑞𝑠
] = [
−𝑎1 ⍵𝑒
−⍵𝑒 −𝑎1
] [
𝑖𝑑𝑠
𝑖𝑞𝑠
] + [
𝑎2 𝑃𝑎3⍵𝑟
−𝑃𝑎3⍵𝑟 𝑎2
] [
𝛹𝑑𝑟
𝛹𝑞𝑟
] +                     [
𝑐 0
0 𝑐
] [
𝑣𝑑𝑠
𝑣𝑞𝑠
]                                                                     
(2.16)   
Where  
          𝑎1 =
1
𝜎𝐿𝑠
(𝑅𝑠 + 𝑅𝑟
𝐿𝑚
2
𝐿𝑟
2 )                     
           𝑎2 =
1
𝜎𝐿𝑠
𝑅𝑟
𝐿𝑚
2
𝐿𝑟
2           
           𝑎3 =
𝐿𝑚
𝜎𝐿𝑠𝐿𝑟
        𝑐 =
1
𝜎𝐿𝑠
 
Relating equation (2.15) and (2.16), then we get therstate spacermodel of the inductionrmotor 
asrfollows – 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
[
 
 
 
𝑖𝑑𝑠
𝑖𝑞𝑠
𝛹𝑑𝑟
𝛹𝑞𝑟 ]
 
 
 
= [
−𝑎1 ⍵𝑒 𝑎2 𝑃𝑎3⍵𝑟
−⍵𝑒 −𝑎1 −𝑃𝑎3⍵𝑟 𝑎2
𝑎5
0
0
𝑎5
−𝑎4 ⍵𝑠𝑙
−⍵𝑠𝑙 −𝑎4
]
[
 
 
 
𝑖𝑑𝑠
𝑖𝑞𝑠
𝛹𝑑𝑟
𝛹𝑞𝑟 ]
 
 
 
+ [
𝑐
0
0
𝑐
0
0
0
0
] [
𝑣𝑑𝑠
𝑣𝑞𝑠
]              (2.17) 
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Using equation (2.14) and (2.9) and simplifying, rwe get 
 𝑇𝑑 =
3
2
𝑃
𝐿𝑚
𝐿𝑟
[𝛹𝑑𝑟 𝛹𝑞𝑟] [
𝑖𝑞𝑠
−𝑖𝑑𝑠
] 
      =
3
2
𝑃
𝐿𝑚
𝐿𝑟
[𝛹𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑞𝑠 − 𝛹𝑞𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑠]                                                                   (2.18) 
2.3 The Field Oriented control 
            The vector controlitechnique is also known as field oriented control. It allows a squirrel 
cageiinduction motor to be driven with dynamiciperformance which is analogous.to a dc motor. 
The field oriented controlitechnique decouples the components of statoricurrent; one providing the 
air gap flux and the otheriproducing the.torque.so that the controlicharacteristic is linearized. The 
two component are d-axis.𝑖𝑑𝑠  corresponding to armatureicurrent, and q-axis 𝑖𝑞𝑠 corresponding to 
fieldicurrent of a separately excited dc motor. The rotor flux linkage is allied along the d-axis of 
referenceiframe[24].  At this condition: 
𝛹𝑞𝑟 = 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛹𝑑𝑟 = 𝛹𝑟                                                                             (2.19) 
The electromagnetic torque or developed torque of induction motor is given by [9][10]: 
𝑇𝑑 =
3
2
𝑃
𝐿𝑚
𝐿𝑟
𝛹𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑞𝑠 = 𝐾𝑡𝛹𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑞𝑠                                                   (2.20) 
Where 𝐾𝑡  and Piare the torqueiconstant.and numberiof pole pairsirespectively. 
With field orientationicontrol technique theidynamic equation of.stator current of d-q axis and 
rotor flux are given.by: 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝑖𝑑𝑠 = −𝑎1𝑖𝑑𝑠 + 𝑎2𝛹𝑑𝑟 + ⍵𝑒𝑖𝑞𝑠 + 𝑣𝑑𝑠 (𝜎𝐿𝑠)⁄                           (2.21) 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝑖𝑞𝑠 = −𝑎1𝑖𝑞𝑠 − ⍵𝑒𝑖𝑑𝑠 − 𝑎3𝑃⍵𝑟𝛹𝑑𝑟 + 𝑣𝑞𝑠 (𝜎𝐿𝑠)⁄                   (2.22) 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝛹𝑑𝑟 = −(𝛹𝑑𝑟 𝜏𝑟⁄ ) + (𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑠 𝜏𝑟⁄ )                                                (2.23) 
Where ⍵𝑒 and ⍵𝑟 are the synchronousispeed.(electrical) and the rotorispeed. (mechanical) in rad/s, 
𝑣𝑑𝑠  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑞𝑠  are d- axisiand q- axisicomponent of statorivoltage, 
𝜎 = 1 −
𝐿𝑚
2
𝐿𝑠𝐿𝑟
 is the leakage coefficient, 
𝜏𝑟 =
𝐿𝑟
𝑅𝑟
⁄  is rotor time constant, 
𝑎1 =
𝑅𝑠𝐿𝑟+𝐿𝑚
2 𝜏𝑟⁄
𝜎𝐿𝑠𝐿𝑟
,  𝑎2 = 𝐿𝑚 (𝜎𝐿𝑠𝐿𝑟𝜏𝑟)⁄  , 𝑎3 = 𝐿𝑚 (𝜎𝐿𝑠𝐿𝑟)⁄  
Slip frequency for indirect vector control is  
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⍵𝑠𝑙 = ⍵𝑒 − 𝑃⍵𝑟 = (𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑞𝑠) (𝜏𝑟𝛹𝑑𝑟)⁄                                                               (2.24) 
By decoupling of torque and flux, inductionimotor can be controlledilinearly like separately 
excitedidc motor. But, due to theirotor timeiconstant 𝜏𝑟 in equation (2.24), the indirectifield 
orientedicontrol is highlyiparameterisensitive. 
             Vector control technique can beiimplementediwith reference to any of the flux vectors: 
like stator flux, .air gapiflux and rotoriflux. But out of the three the rotor flux orientation gives a 
naturalidecoupling between fluxiand torque, fastitorqueiresponse as well asibetteristability. Hence 
in this work rotor flux orientation isiconsidered. 
Depending up on howithe unitivector isigenerated, the field orientedicontrol is divided in to two 
types and they are 
(a) Directior feedbackivector control 
(b) Indirect orifeedforward vectoricontrol  
2.3.1iDirect or feedbackivector control 
  In direct vectoricontrol the unitivector is generated from rotor flux vector which is obtained 
from direct measurement of airgap flux component or estimated from direct measurement of 
terminal quantities like stator current, stator voltage or speed.   
Direct vector control can be achieved by following method: 
(1) Sensing airgap flux component using flux sensors. 
(2) Sensing stator voltage and current and estimating rotor flux using voltage                                    
model. 
(3) Sensing stator current and rotorispeed andiestimating rotoriflux using current model. 
     The direct method of vector control is difficult to operate successfully at very low frequency 
(including zero speed) because of following problems: 
(1) At low frequency, voltage signals 𝑣𝛼𝑠  and 𝑣𝛽𝑠 are very low and ideal.integration becomes 
difficultibecause dc offset tends to buildiup at integratorioutput. 
(2) The parameter variation effect of resistance andiinductance tends to reduce accuracy of 
estimated signals. Particularly temperatureivariation of resistance become moreidominant.    
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Fig. 2.1 Phasor diagram explaining direct vector control 
 
2.3.2iIndirect.or feedforward vectoricontrol  
          The indirect vector control method is essentiallyithe same as direct vector control, except 
the unit vector signals areigenerated in feedforward manner. The α −  β axes are fixed.on the 
stator, but 𝑑𝑟 − 𝑞𝑟 axes, which are fixed on rotor, are moving at the speed⍵𝑟. .Synchronously 
rotating axes 𝑑 − 𝑞 are rotating.ahead of the 𝑑𝑟 − 𝑞𝑟 axes by the positive.slip angle 𝜃𝑠𝑙  
corresponding to slip frequency⍵𝑠𝑙. Since the rotor.pole is directed on the 𝑑 axis and⍵𝑒 = ⍵𝑟 +
⍵𝑠𝑙, weicaniwrite [1] 
𝜃𝑒 = ∫⍵𝑒𝑑𝑡 = ∫ i(⍵𝑟 + ⍵𝑠𝑙)𝑑𝑡 = 𝜃𝑟r + r𝜃𝑠𝑙                 
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Fig. 2.2 Phasoridiagram explainingiindirect vectoricontrol 
 
2.4 Estimation of Speed 
          Sensorless vectoricontrol of induction motor drive means vectoricontrol without 
speedisensor. An incremental shaft mounted speediencoder is required for closediloop speed 
control. A speediencoder is undesirable in a drive because it addsicost and reliability problems, 
also the need for a shaftiextension and mounting arrangement [1][2]. 
           Inductionimotor speediestimation has following technique: 
(a) Slip calculation 
(b) Direct synthesis from rotor flux observer 
(c) Model reference adaptive system (MRAS) 
(d) Speed adaptive flux observer (Luenberger observer) 
(e) Extended Kalman filter 
(f) Slotiharmonics 
(g) Injection of.auxiliary signal on salient rotor  
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2.4.1 Speed estimation using rotor flux observer 
          The greater part of the speed estimation strategies are in light of streamlined motor models. 
Keeping in mind the end goal to show signs of improvement speed estimation, it.is obliged to have 
dynamic representation in view of the stationary referenceiframe. Sinceimotor voltages and 
currents areimeasured in aistationaryiedge, so it is suitable to express these mathematical equation 
in stationary reference outline [9][10][22]. 
         From theistator voltageiequations in stationaryireferenceiframe: 
𝑣𝛼𝑠 = 𝑅𝑠𝑖𝛼𝑠 +
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝛹𝛼𝑠          (2.25) 
We know 
𝛹𝛼𝑠 = 𝐿𝑠𝑖𝛼𝑠 + 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝛼𝑟           
         = 𝐿𝑙𝑠𝑖𝛼𝑠 + 𝐿𝑚(𝑖𝛼𝑠 + 𝑖𝛼𝑟)  
        = 𝐿𝑙𝑠𝑖𝛼𝑠 + 𝛹𝛼𝑚          (2.26) 
Put equation (2.26) in equation (2.25) we get 
𝑣𝛼𝑠 = 𝑅𝑠𝑖𝛼𝑠 + 𝐿𝑙𝑠
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝑖𝛼𝑠 + ?̇?𝛼𝑚                      (2.27) 
𝛹𝛼𝑚 = 𝐿𝑚(𝑖𝛼𝑠 + 𝑖𝛼𝑟)  
⟹
𝐿𝑟
𝐿𝑚
𝛹𝛼𝑚 = 𝐿𝑙𝑟𝑖𝛼𝑠 + 𝛹𝛼𝑟  
⟹ 𝛹𝛼𝑚 =
𝐿𝑚
𝐿𝑟
𝐿𝑙𝑟𝑖𝛼𝑠 +
𝐿𝑚
𝐿𝑟
𝛹𝛼𝑟        (2.28) 
Substitute equation (2.28) in equation (2.27) and multiply with 
𝐿𝑟
𝐿𝑚
 we get [3][10] 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝛹𝛼𝑟 =
𝐿𝑟
𝐿𝑚
𝑣𝛼𝑠 −
𝐿𝑟
𝐿𝑚
(𝑅𝑠 + 𝜎𝐿𝑠𝑆)𝑖𝛼𝑠       (2.29) 
Similarly  
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝛹𝛽𝑟 =
𝐿𝑟
𝐿𝑚
𝑣𝛽𝑠 −
𝐿𝑟
𝐿𝑚
(𝑅𝑠 + 𝜎𝐿𝑠𝑆)𝑖𝛽𝑠       (2.30) 
Where 𝛹𝑟 is the rotorifluxilinkage. 𝑣𝑠 and.𝑖𝑠 are stator voltage and current respectively. 𝛼 and β       
denote the corresponding components of rotor fluxilinkage or stator voltage oricurrent. 
Eliminating current derivatives from equation (2.29) and (2.30), the rotor flux dynamics 
equations.in the stationary frame are obtained as follows: 
?̇?𝛼𝑟 = (𝐿𝑚 𝜏𝑟⁄ )𝑖𝛼𝑠 − 𝑃⍵𝑟𝛹𝛽𝑟 − 𝛹𝛼𝑟 𝜏𝑟⁄                                                (2.31) 
?̇?𝛽𝑟 = (𝐿𝑚 𝜏𝑟⁄ )𝑖𝛽𝑠 − 𝑃⍵𝑟𝛹𝛼𝑟 − 𝛹𝛽𝑟 𝜏𝑟⁄                                                (2.32) 
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The electrical angle 𝜃𝑒 of the rotoriflux vector (?̅?𝑟) with the 𝛼-axis of theistationaryireference 
frame is given by[18]: 
𝜃𝑒 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛
−1(𝛹𝛽𝑟 𝛹𝛼𝑟⁄ )                                                                                          (2.33) 
The timeiderivative of flux angle is theiinstantaneous electricalisynchronousispeed. 
⍵𝑒 = ?̇?𝑒 = (𝛹𝛼𝑟?̇?𝛽𝑟 − 𝛹𝛽𝑟?̇?𝛼𝑟)/𝛹𝑟
2                                                             (2.34) 
Substituting equation (2.29) and (2.30) in equation (2.34), then we get 
⍵𝑒 = 𝑃⍵𝑟 + (𝛹𝛼𝑟𝑖𝛽𝑠 − 𝛹𝛽𝑟𝑖𝛼𝑠)𝐿𝑚 (𝜏𝑟𝛹𝑟
2)⁄                                         (2.35) 
Solving equations (2.34) and (2.35), then we find estimated speed as follows [1][18][19], 
⍵̂𝑟 = [𝛹𝛼𝑟?̇?𝛽𝑟 − 𝛹𝛽𝑟?̇?𝛼𝑟 − (𝛹𝛼𝑟𝑖𝛽𝑠 − 𝛹𝛽𝑟𝑖𝛼𝑠)(𝐿𝑚 𝜏𝑟⁄ )]/(𝑃𝛹𝑟
2)      
 
2.5 Conclusion 
 The mathematical modeling of induction motor isrdiscussed. The differential equation of 
the motor arerexpressed in synchronously rotating (d – q) referencerframe by takingrstator current 
and rotorrflux component asrstate variables. Basic fieldroriented control operation principlesrof 
induction motor like direct vector control and indirect vector control arerbriefly discussed.  The 
rotorrspeed is estimated by using rotor flux observer to get sensorless control. By using 
thisrmethod, the speed estimation is highly machine parameter sensitive and have a tendency to 
give poor accuracy of rotorrspeed estimation 
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3.1iIntroduction 
           A variable slidingimodeicontrol structure is mostly an adaptive nonlinear control that gives 
robust performance to parameter variation as well as load torque disturbance. It can be applied to 
a linear or nonlinear plant. By using slidingimodeicontrol, the drive response is forced to tract or 
slide along a predefineditrajectory or reference model by a switchingicontrol algorithm, despite of 
the system’s parameter variation along with load disturbance. The control DSP detects the 
deviation of the actual trajectory from the reference trajectory and accordingly the 
switchingistrategy is also changing to restore the tracking. 
The advantages of sliding mode control is: 
 System behaves like reduced order system. 
 Robust to parameter changes, uncertainties and disturbances. 
 Due to discontinuous control law, convergence time is finite. 
The disadvantages of sliding mode control is: 
 High frequency chattering 
 Sometimes actuator cannot response at that fast due to inertia. 
 Structure cost is high due to discontinuous input.  
The design of sliding mode control comprises two steps: 
 Choice of stable hyper plane(s) in the state/error space on which motion should be 
controlled, called the switching function. 
 The selected sliding surface becomes attractive by using the appropriate design of control 
law. 
3.2.Slidingimode controller 
         By utilizing sliding modeicontroller, the system is controlled so that the deviation in.the 
system dependably venturesitowards a sliding surface. The slidingisurface has two variables such 
as one is the trackingierror (e) of theistate and another is the rateiof change (?̇?). The controliinput 
to the system can be choose by utilizing the separation of the error trajectory from the sliding 
surface and its rate of union. The indication of the control input need to change at the crossing 
pointiof the following error trajectory with the sliding surface. Thusly theierroritrajectory is 
constantly implemented to moveitowards the sliding surface. 
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         The equations. (2.20 – 2.24) of chapter - 2 areisimplified by supposing, the rotor flux . 𝛹𝑑𝑟  to 
be constant. .From (2.23) the steady state value of the rotoriflux can be got as. [13][23][19]  
                                            𝛹𝑑𝑟
∗ =
𝑎5
𝑎4
𝑖𝑑𝑠
∗                                                        (3.1) 
From (2.15a), we get 
                                                
𝑎5
𝑎4
= 𝐿𝑚                                                                           (3.1a) 
Substitute equation (3.1a) in (3.1) we get  
                                               𝛹𝑑𝑟
∗ = 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑠
∗                                                                    (3.1b) 
The speed dynamic equation is given by  
                                        
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
⍵𝑟 =
1
𝐽
(𝑇𝑒 − 𝑇𝑙 − 𝛽⍵𝑟)                                    (3.2) 
Using equation (2.20) in (3.2) we get 
⍵̇𝑟 =
1
𝐽
(𝐾𝑡𝛹𝑑𝑟
∗ 𝑖𝑞𝑠 − 𝛽⍵𝑟 − 𝑇𝑙) 
Suppose the lode torque, 𝑇𝑙 is disturbance to.a system, the speed dynamic equation is written as: 
                                       ⍵̇𝑟 = −
𝛽
𝐽
⍵𝑟 + 𝑏𝑖𝑞𝑠 + 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒                                (3.3) 
or 
                                          ⍵̇𝑟 = 𝑓1 + 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒                                                   (3.3a) 
Where         𝑓1 = −
𝛽
𝐽
⍵𝑟 + 𝑏𝑖𝑞𝑠                                                                     (3.4) 
and              𝑏 =
𝐾𝑡
𝐽
𝛹𝑑𝑟
∗                                                                                     (3.4a) 
Speed is used as the output variable in field oriented controlled induction motor drive. To track 
theispeed perfectly in the secondiorder speedicontrol system, the conditions.to be fulfilled are. 
[22][23]: 
                    ⍵̇𝑟 𝐼⍵𝑟=⍵𝑟∗ = 0             𝑎𝑛𝑑            ⍵̈𝑟 𝐼⍵𝑟=⍵𝑟∗ = 0                 (3.5) 
From equation (3.3) 
                             ⍵̈𝑟 = −
𝛽
𝐽
⍵̇𝑟 + 𝑏
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝑖𝑞𝑠 + 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒                                    (3.5a) 
Substituting ⍵𝑒 = 𝑃⍵𝑟 + 𝑎5
𝑖𝑞𝑠
𝛹𝑑𝑟
 in equation (2.22), the following equation is obtained. 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝑖𝑞𝑠 = −(𝑃⍵𝑟 + 𝑎4
𝑖𝑞𝑠
𝑖𝑑𝑠
) 𝑖𝑑𝑠 − 𝑎1𝑖𝑞𝑠 − 𝑃𝑎3⍵𝑟𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑠 + 𝑐𝑣𝑞𝑠            (3.6) 
 
It can be shown using equation (2.24) and (3.1), that 
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⍵𝑠𝑙 = 𝑎5
𝑖𝑞𝑠
𝛹𝑑𝑟
∗ =
𝑅𝑟𝐿𝑚
𝐿𝑟
𝑖𝑞𝑠
𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑠
∗ ≈ 𝑎4
𝑖𝑞𝑠
𝑖𝑑𝑠
 
Simplifying equation (3.6), we get 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝑖𝑞𝑠 = −(𝑎1 + 𝑎4)𝑖𝑞𝑠 − 𝑃⍵𝑟(1 + 𝑎3𝐿𝑚)𝑖𝑑𝑠 + 𝑐𝑣𝑞𝑠 
or 
                
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝑖𝑞𝑠 = 𝑓2 + 𝑐𝑣𝑞𝑠                                                                   (3.6a) 
Where 
                𝑓2 = −(𝑎1 + 𝑎4)𝑖𝑞𝑠 − 𝑃⍵𝑟(1 + 𝑎3𝐿𝑚)𝑖𝑑𝑠                         (3.7) 
Substituting equation (3.2) and (3.6a) in equation (3.5a), we get 
⍵̈𝑟 = −
𝛽
𝐽
𝑓1 + 𝑏𝑓2 + 𝑏𝑐𝑣𝑞𝑠 + 𝑑 
Or 
                                   ⍵̈𝑟 = 𝐺 + 𝑢 + 𝑑                                                    (3.8) 
Where d = totalidisturbance 
            u = 𝑏𝑐𝑣𝑞𝑠=controliinput                                                                  (3.8a) 
            𝐺 = −
𝛽
𝐽
𝑓1 + 𝑏𝑓2                                                                             (3.9) 
G is aifunction that can be estimated fromimeasured values of current andispeed. 
u is directlyiproportionate to 𝑣𝑞𝑠 which decides the controllingisignal. 
Let     𝐺 = ?̂? + ∆𝐺                                                                                  (3.10) 
Where  ?̂? is an approximate of G and ∆𝐺 is theiestimation erroridue to modelingiimperfection. 
The control problem is toiobtain the systemistates, 
𝑋 = [⍵𝑟 ⍵̇𝑟]
𝑇 
To track aispecific time varyingistate, 
𝑋∗ = [⍵𝑟
∗ ⍵̇𝑟
∗]𝑇 
In presence of modeling imperfection and disturbances. 
Let       𝑒 = ⍵𝑟 − ⍵𝑟
∗                                                                               (3.11) 
and      ?̇? = ⍵̇𝑟 − ⍵̇𝑟
∗                                                                               (3.12) 
be the trackingierror in the speed and its rate.of change respectively. 
Let 𝐸 = [𝑒 ?̇?]𝑇 be the tracking error vector. 
A time varying surface, S(t) is defined in the state space.by the scalar equation, 
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𝑆(𝑥, 𝑡) = .0 
Where                            . 𝑆(𝑥, 𝑡) = (
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
+ 𝜆) 𝑒 = ?̇? + 𝜆𝑒                           (3.13) 
         Where λ is arpositive constant,rwhich determinesrthe band width of thersystem.           
  Starting from theRinitial condition,RE(0)=0,Rthe tracking task, 𝑋⇾𝑋∗,Rwhich meansRX 
has to follow 𝑋∗with aRpredefined trajectory , is considered as solved, if the state vector, E remains 
in the sliding surface, S(t) for all t≥0 and scalar quantity S  is had at zero. A sufficienticondition 
for this behavioriis to choose the controlilaw, u of equation (3.8)Rand (3.8a) so that [13] [18][19] 
                                                           
1
2
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
(𝑆2) ≤ −𝜂|𝑆|                                      (3.14) 
Where 𝜂 isRa positive constant. The value of 𝜂Rdecides the degree to which the system state is 
attractedRto the switching line. Equation (3.14) statesithat the squared “distance” to the sliding 
surface, as measured by 𝑆2, decreases along allisystem trajectories. 
For a second orderisystem, the slidingisurface is a line andidiverse controlistructures are 
connected by position of the following error vectoriconcerning the line.iThe controliis intendedito 
driveithe state into the switching line, and once in the line the system state is considered to stay 
hanging in the balance. The stateitrajectory is characterized byithe arithmetical comparison of the 
line. 
           In slidingimode, conduct of theisystem isiinvariant notwithstanding modeling blemishes, 
parameter variety and aggravations. However theislidingimode causes intenseichanges of the 
controlivariable, which is a noteworthyidownside for theisystem. 
3.2.1 Derivation of control input 
         The controliproblem is to getithe motor speed ⍵𝑟 to track aispecific time varyingicommand 
⍵𝑟
∗  in presence of model inaccuracy, loaditorque disturbances and measurement noise. In sliding 
mode control, the systemris controlled inrsuch way thatrthe trackingrerror, 𝑒 = ⍵𝑟 − ⍵𝑟
∗  and its 
rate\iof change ?̇? alwaysimove towardsra slidingisurface. The slidingisurface isidefined in theistate 
space byithe scalar equationr [18][16]: 
                                                         𝑆(𝑒, ?̇?, 𝑡) = 0                                       
Where slidingivariable, S is: 
                                                         𝑆 = ?̇? + 𝜆𝑒                                               (3.15)   
Where, 𝜆 isrpositiveiconstant that depends on theibandwidthiof theisystem. 
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         The issue ofifollowing is proportional toistaying on therslidingisurface for unsurpassed, rand 
the slidingivariable, S isikept at zero. Foria second orderisystem the slidingisurface is ailine. The 
separationiof the error trajectory from theisliding surface and its rate of joining areiutilized to 
choose the control input. The indication of control input must change at the crossing point of 
following error trajectory with the slidingisurface. In thisrway the error trajectory is forced to move 
always towards the slidingisurface. The condition of sliding mode is[23][9][10]: 
                                                       
1
2
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝑆2 = 𝑆?̇? ≤ −𝜂|𝑆|                                (3.16) 
Where 𝜂 is positiverconstant. 
The equation (3.16) is stricterithan the general sliding condition: 𝑆?̇? ≤ 0 
Equation (3.16) is equivalent to  
                                                         ?̇?𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑆) ≤ − 𝜂                                        (3.17) 
To designia slidin modeispeed controller for the field oriented induction motor drive system, the 
stepsiare as.follows. Substitutingiequation (3.15) in (3.17), weiget: 
                                                 (⍵̈𝑟 + 𝜆?̇? − ⍵̈𝑟
∗). 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑆) ≤  −𝜂                    (3.18) 
The speedidynamics is given by: 
                                          𝐽⍵̇𝑟 + 𝐵⍵𝑟 + 𝑇𝐿 = 𝑇𝑒 = 𝐾𝑇𝛹𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑞𝑠           (3.19) 
Equivalently, we can express equation (3.19) as: 
                                                  ⍵̇𝑟 = 𝑔1 − (
𝑇𝐿
𝐽⁄ )                                        (3.20) 
Where, 
                                                𝑔1 = (−𝐵⍵𝑟 + 𝐾𝑇𝛹𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑞𝑠)/𝐽  
Differentiating equation (3.20) with respect toitime andisimplifying, we get: 
                                                      ⍵̈𝑟 = 𝐺 + 𝑑 + 𝑏𝑖𝑞𝑠                                   (3.21) 
Where, 
                                               𝐺 = (−𝐵𝑔1 + 𝐾𝑇𝛹𝑑𝑟
∗ 𝑔2)/𝐽                         (3.22) 
                                       𝑔2 = −(𝑎1 + 𝜏𝑟
−1)𝑖𝑞𝑠 − 𝑃⍵𝑟(1 + 𝑎3𝐿𝑚)𝑖𝑑𝑠 
                                                   𝑏 = 𝐾𝑇𝛹𝑑𝑟
∗ /(𝜎𝐿𝑠𝐽) 
              Gris a function which can be evaluatedifrom measured estimations of currents and speed 
and d is unsettling influence because of the load torque, and error in estimationiof G, which may 
happen because of estimation errors. Thirditerm is the control term, as the.q-axis stator current 
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command is in charge of evolving torque. In the most essential sliding mode controller, no 
evaluation or estimation is finished. It doesn't look into G and d. It is defined as: 
                                                    𝑖𝑞𝑠
∗ =.−𝐾. 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑆)                              (3.23) 
Where K is a positive constant, which is the gain of the sliding mode controller. 
             To improve the performance, Slotine proposed the sliding mode controller, which is 
obtained as follows. 
Substitute equation (3.21) in (3.18) and simplifying: 
               (𝐺 + 𝑑 + 𝜆?̇? − ⍵̈𝑟
∗)𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑆) + 𝑏𝑖𝑞𝑠𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑆) ≤ −𝜂           (3.24) 
From equation (3.23) and (3.24) dual component sliding mode controller without boundary layer 
is obtained as[9]: 
                                               𝑖𝑞𝑠
∗ = {
−?̂?−𝜆?̇?+⍵̈𝑟
∗
?̂?
} − 𝐾𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑠)            (3.25)         
Theifirst term of equation (3.25), is aicompensation term and the seconditerm is theicontroller. 
Theicompensation term is persistent and reflects information of the system elements. The 
controlleriterm is intermittent and guarantees theisliding to happen.                         
3.2.2 Reduction of chattering 
         Despite the fact that dual component sliding mode controller given by comparison (3.25) 
has preferred performance over single component sliding mode controller given by mathematical 
statement (3.23), yet some sum prattling is available. To lessenigabbing a limitilayer ofiwidth θ is 
presented on bothisides of the slidingiline. This adds up to lessening of the controligain insideithe 
limitilayer and results.in a smooth controlisign. Then the controlilaw of equation (3.23) modifies 
to: 
                                          𝑖𝑞𝑠
∗ = −𝐾𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑆 𝜃⁄ )                                          (3.26) 
Where                       𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑆 𝜃⁄ ) = 𝑆 𝜃⁄        𝑖𝑓 |𝑆| ≤ 𝜃 
                                                       𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑆)  𝑖𝑓|𝑆| > 𝜃 
 
To reduceithis chattering, sliding mode controller with boundaryilayer as given by following 
equation [9][10]: 
                                        𝑖𝑞𝑠
∗ = {
−?̂?−𝜆?̇?+⍵̈𝑟
∗
?̂?
} − 𝐾𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑆 𝜃⁄ )                      (3.27) 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig.3.1 sliding moderprinciple with boundaryrlayer 
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3.3 Conclusion 
The outline and usage of sliding modeicontroller is depicted forivigorous control of 
induction motor. The hypothesis of slidingimodeicontrol is quickly exhibited and controlilaw is 
inferred. The controller gain and.bandiwidth are dictated by different realities like load changes, 
rotor resistance variety and so on. The control law is changed to lessen the chattering effect. 
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4.1 Introduction 
           The 3-phase.induction motor driveisystem, whose rating and parametersiare given in 
appendix section, is recreated with both sliding mode controller and PI controller. Bothithe 
controllersiare tried for speeditracking and loaditorque varietyiconditions. Theislidingimode 
controller.is tested forirobustness with two differentimoment of inertiaivalues:  
Standard inertia, Jmin=0.0088Kg.m
2 and 
High inertia, Jmax=0.0167 Kg.m
2 
The relative investigation of the consequences of SMC and PI controller are demonstrated as 
follows: 
4.2 Trajectory tracking performance 
        If there should be an occurrence of trajectoryitracking utilizing slidingimodeicontrol, if the 
erroritrajectory moves far from the beginning of theiphase plane, it return by being driven on to 
the slidingiline and then sliding along it. Inside of the boundary layer the erroritrajectory is not 
driven on to the switchingiline. Erroritrajectory having entered the boundaryilayer are obliged to 
moveiinside of it. The specific type of the intermittent referenceispeeditrajectory utilized for tests 
is demonstrated as a part of Fig.4.1. Theicommand.speed is increasedilinearly from 0 at t=0.2s to 
90 rad/s at t=0.5s. It is kepticonstant at 90 rad/s till t=1.5s, andidecreasedilinearly to -90 rad/s at 
t=2.1s. Then commandispeed is kept.constant.at -90 rad/s till t=3.1s.and increasedilinearly to 0 at 
t=3.4s. Loaditorque of 3 Nm (rated torque) isiapplied from t=0.75s to t=1.25s and -3 Nm isiapplied 
from t=2.35s to t=2.85s. The sameitrajectory is used for both slidingimodeicontroller and P-
Iicontroller and resultsiareicompared. 
         The trajectoryifollowing result of slidingimodeicontroller is presented for twoidifferent 
moment ofiinertia, i.e. with standardiinertia and high inertiaiload, the referenceispeed and the 
actual rotor speeditrajectory is shown in Fig.4.3. and speed erroriresponse is shown in Fig.4.4 for 
both value ofiinertia. Fig.4.5 shows the controlioutput which is the referenceiq-axis stator current 
with stand inertiaiload. This result demonstrates the robustness of the drive system withisliding 
modeicontroller. With high inertia load, sliding mode controller gives less error as compare to 
standardiinertia load. Fig.4.6 shows the variation of switchingivariable for slidingimode 
implementation. Speed error and controlioutput for P-I controller with standardiinertia load and 
highiinertia load are shown in Fig.4.8 and Fig.4.9.Thus slidingimodeicontroller givesisuperior 
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performance compared to P-I controller for tracking fast changing trajectory. It also givesirobust 
control against parameterivariations.  
 
 
 
Fig. 4.1 Reference speeditrajectory 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.2 Load torqueitrajectory 
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For sliding mode controller -  
 
 
 
Fig. 4.3 Referenceispeed vs. rotorispeedicurve 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.4 Speed error for sliding mode controller with (a) standardiinertia and (b) highiinertiaiload 
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Fig. 4.5 Control output for sliding modeicontroller with standardiinertia load 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.6 Switchingivariable with (a) standardiinertia and (b) high inertiaiload 
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Fig. 4.7 No loadispeed erroritrajectory 
 
For PI controller –  
 
 
 
Fig. 4.8 Speedierror for PI controller with (a) standardiinertia and (b) highiinertiaiload 
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Fig. 4.9 Control output for PI controller with standardiinertiaiload 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.10 Referenceispeed vs. rotorispeedicurve 
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4.3 Regulatoriperformance 
The drive system with sliding mode controller is subjected to step increments in speed 
command from 60 rad/s.to 90 rad/s is demonstrated in Fig. 4.13. The speed errorireaction is 
demonstrated in Fig. 4.14. The speed error response spike is beneath 30 rad/s. This showsisliding 
modeicontroller is additionally relevant for controller application. 
 
 
Fig. 4.11 Referenceispeed and speediresponseitrajectory 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.12 Stepichanges in referenceispeed and speediresponse 
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4.4 Sensorless control  
Sensorless control.of the drive is implemented with speed estimation algorithm. The estimated 
speed is used in sliding modeicontroller. Fig.4.13 shown the estimated speed using rotor flux 
observer. Fig.4.14 shown the speed error between estimatedispeed.and actual rotorispeed. Fig. 
4.15 shown the d – axis rotor flux trajectory and Fig. 4.16 shown the q – axis rotor flux trajectory 
which is synthesized from motor state equation.  
 
 
 
Fig. 4.13 Estimatedispeed using speediestimationialgorithm 
 
 
Fig. 4.14 Erroriin speediestimation   
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Fig. 4.15 Rotor d – axisifluxitrajectory 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.16 Rotor q – axisifluxitrajectory 
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4.5 Conclusion 
The simulation of sliding mode controllerrand PI controller using MATLAB/Simulink 
software is presented and the simulation results are shown that the errorrproduced by fixedrgain 
PI controllerris larger than sliding mode controller. Then compare the simulation result of both 
controllerrfor checking robustness andrparameter variation of motor. Then discussedrtrajectory 
tracking performance and regulator performance of sliding mode controller andrsensorless 
speedrestimationris also simulated. The estimatedrspeed containsrripples, due tormismatch of 
current and speed sampling times. rButrthe speedrresponserofrdriversystem, with estimatedrspeed 
being usedrin the controlrscheme, isracceptable.  
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5.1 Conclusion  
  In thisithesis, a sensorless slidingimode vectoricontrol has been presented. The rotor flux 
is estimated by means of a rotoriflux observer based on the voltage and currentiequations of 
inductionimotor in stationaryireference frame. The gainiand bandwidth of slidingimodeicontroller 
are designed. This work is based up on indirectivector control of inductionimotor and the speed 
control is analyzed by slidingimodeicontroller as well as PIicontroller. Simulation results shows 
that the error produced by fixedigain PI controller is more than slidingimode controller. 
Robustness ofisliding modeicontroller is also demonstrated. The regulatoriperformance with 
slidingimode controller is better. Speed is estimated by rotor flux observer to achieve sensorless 
sliding mode control. 
 Then by simulation examples, it has been shown that the proposed control scheme perform 
reasonably well in practice and that the speed tracking objective is achieved under uncertainties in 
the parameters and load torque. The estimatedispeed containsiripples, due to mismatch oficurrent 
and speed samplingitimes. But theispeed responseiof drive system, with estimatedispeed being 
used in the controlischeme, is acceptable. 
5.2 Future work   
Since the machine rating isrsmall, the resistancervariationreffect is also small, so it has 
negligiblereffect. As a futurerwork 2nd order sliding mode controller can be implemented to 
reducing the chattering effect and parameterrvariation effect. Fuzzyrlogicrprinciple can berapplied 
to this controllerrto make it morerrobust andrreliable. 
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APPENDIX 
RATING AND PARAMETERS OF THE INDUCTION MOTOR 
Three phase, 50 Hz, 0.75 kW, 220 V, 3A, 1440 rpm 
Stator and rotor resistances: Rs = 6.37 𝛺, Rr = 4.3 𝛺 
Stator and rotor self inductances: Ls = Lr = 0.26 H 
Mutual inductance between stator and rotor: Lm = 0.24 H 
Moment of inertia of motor and load: J = 0.0088 kg.m2 
Viscous friction coefficient: B = 0.003 N.m.s/rad 
 
For speed loop PI controller –  
Kp1 = 0.35                         KI1 = 1  
Kp2 = 500                         KI2 = 24500  
 
